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VOICE OF VIETNAM INSTALLS ANOTHER JAMPRO HIGH POWER
VERTICAL DIPOLE FM PANEL ANTENNA SYSTEM
Hanoi (April 12, 2010) -- Jampro Antennas Inc. today announced that the Radio Voice of
Vietnam (VOV), headquartered in Hanoi, is presently installing yet another Jampro antenna
system as part of its nationwide network upgrade program. To date, Jampro has over 40
installations in Vietnam. The new system includes a high power 8-bay, 32-panel Jampro model
JFVD broadband vertically polarized flat panel FM broadcast antenna, a Jampro model RCCC
constant impedance FM combiner and a Jampro Pro-Line rigid transmission line system.
Radio Voice of Vietnam is owned by the Vietnamese government through their Radio and
Television Broadcast Development Company. It operates six radio channels broadcasting in
Vietnamese and 23 other languages reaching 90 percent of the country. For listeners outside
the country, VOV offers online content and programming along with shortwave radio
broadcasts. The radio service has news bureaus in about 10 countries, including China, France,
Russia, and the US.
In making the announcement, Jampro President Alex M. Perchevitch said, “We view this order
from Voice of Vietnam as another vote of confidence with their satisfaction with the previous
antenna systems they have purchased from us. They not only want the best performance for
their investment, but also rugged equipment that continues to perform reliably in an extremely
hot, wet and humid environment.”
Jampro's JFVD model is well designed for operation in a tropical climate. It is constructed with
hot-dipped galvanized steel and the feed system is pressurized. Fiberglass radomes cover the
antennas to provide additional protection from environmental intrusion, especially suited to
heavy tropical rainfalls.
Jampro’s RCCC constant impedance FM combiner was also purhased due to its reliability and
excellent track record in the field.
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About Jampro
Jampro Antennas Inc., established to answer the need for quality broadcast systems at a reasonable price, is a
leading supplier of antennas, combiners & filters and RF components for every application in the broadcast industry.
Reputed for innovation and customization, Jampro builds each system to the specifications of the individual
broadcaster. From the first system delivered in 1954 to those installed today, the Company is committed to consistent
performance and quality founded on solid engineering. Today, over 15,000 broadcasters worldwide benefit from the
quality and performance provided by Jampro systems.
Additional information on JAMPRO can be obtained at www.jampro.com.
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